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Fusion plasmas in Tokamak machines can be categorized as being in mainly three different 

confinement states: low, high (H) and dithering (D). These regimes are characterized by 

different plasma transport properties affecting the energy confinement, which reflect in 

characteristic physics behaviours of the plasma dynamics. Current devices, and also future 

reactors as ITER and DEMO, rely on the H mode to achieve high performance close to 

operational limits which is desirable in terms of power balance. The development of data-

driven, real-time (RT) qualified, machine learning (ML) models to automatically detect the 

occurrence of transitions between these states is essential to enhance the control of plasmas at 

the highest attainable density and confinement, optimizing therefore the energy gain. To train 

the aforementioned algorithms, reliable and large databases (DBs) are needed. However, the 

construction of the DBs is a time-consuming task, which requires in some cases several 

iterations in the review process carried out by experts in the domain to reach a consensus on 

the labelling. The identification of some phases, such as transitions to D mode, are particularly 

difficult to discriminate, and the differences between one machine and another make the 

generalization process even more challenging. With the goal of helping with the automation 

process of the DB construction, and eventually fully automating it, in order to deliver consistent 

DBs across different fusion devices, we developed an ML model aiming to operate offline and 

so serving as a powerful baseline for the recognition of plasma states. The model is based on 

the UNet architecture, called UTime. We benchmark the UTime model with a RT capable 

algorithm based on a ConvLSTM [F. Matos et al NF 2020]. The comparison is not only limited 

to TCV but we also explored its domain adaptation capabilities in different physics scenarios 

and machines (from TCV to JET). We show first results on the RT implementation of the 

ConvLSTM in the TCV PCS, which is able to run at a rate of 1 ms with high accuracy. 
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